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“Sports build good habits, confidence, and discipline. They make players into community leaders and teach them how to strive for a goal, 

handle mistakes, and cherish growth opportunities.” - Julie Foudy
The 5th Annual Sports Day of “Edify School Tirupati '' was celebrated on 24th December 2018 amidst great mirth and verve. Mr. P. Praneeth, 

Director of Sri Padmavati Educational Institutions, Tirupati was the chief guest on the occasion, Ms Lakshmi S. Nair Principal and Ms Jahnavi, 

academic coordinator also graced the occasion.
The chief guest and the dignitaries were welcomed with bouquets, followed by Prayer by school choir.
The chief guest declared the meet open by hoisting the school sports flag. A spectacular, impressive and a well synchronized March past by 

the four houses contingents of the Middle school and Senior wing of students rendered the spectator, speechless and awestruck. Our chief 

Guest Mr P.Praneeth Administered the March Past.
 The School torch bearing ceremony started with the sports vice –captain  E.Satvika followed by Chess National Champions of CBSE                     

K. Mokshith, V.Bharadwaj Thamoghna, G.Midhun, G.Mohith and Cricket player S. Vedanth and finally passing to chief guest Mr.P.Praneeth to 

lit the flame which ignites the passion of sporting spirit. 
The most intriguing aspect, embellishing the event, was the splendid field displays, involving mass student participation, which splattered 

on the field.
 The display included presentation of mass drill by Primary and Secondary Wing. This was followed by the track events including races, short 

put, broad jump and long jump. The chief guest in his address lauded the sports day event and stated that it was perfect and that   he could 

gauge the pains and efforts taken by the teachers and students for such a flawless presentation.
This entailed the prize distribution ceremony, where the Principal Ms Lakshmi S Nair and Academic Coordinator Ms Jahnavi gave away 

medals and trophies to the sports event winners.
The Terra House was adjudged the best house, and was awarded with overall championship. The programme was compared by 

Kumari.Nikhar and Master Hrishi Samay of Grade 8 .The meet saw its culmination with the National Anthem.





Andhra Pradesh Schools Individual chess championship -2018 was held at 

Viswakavi Residential Public School, Bhimavaram, West Godavari District 

between 4th and 6th of December 2018.In Under -12 Open Category  

Midhun  G of Grade VII , bagged 1st Place and in Under -10 Open Category, 

Bhardwaja Thamoghna  of Grade V, Secured 3rd  Place . Hearty 

congratulations to the medal winners who have made the name of Edify 

School proud!!

TRIUMPH

We are glad to announce that M.Thansi of grade 1 represented 

Chittoor District Rural Games skating state championship.In the 

beginners category she secured gold medal in short race and Long 

race held at Srinviasa Sports complex tirupati on 16 & 17 

December 2018.We are proud of you Thansi!!



It’s time to inspire

ASSEMBLAGE

Do not let Social Media Steal your time!!

Edify school observed National Mathematics day on 22nd December 31, 2018 for paying tribute to the great mathematicians of 

India. The great Srinivasa Ramanujan took birth on December 22 in the year 1887. The great Indian mathematicians such as 

Brahmagupta, Aryabhata, and Srinivasa Ramanujan have played a significant role in developing different formulae, theorems and 

theories on mathematics in India. And thus, it is important to promote and cultivate the magnificent tradition of Indian 

mathematics by celebrating National Mathematics Day. Students from Grade 6 to 10th participated in this four day celebration as 

mathematics week. Students dressed up like mathematicians and there importance and life story was narrated very beautifully.  

Students also explained about   different concepts such as solid shapes, angles, linear pair etc.

We think we are more connecting to others using social media, but we really are disconnecting from each other. Today our Grade III 
students presented a skit on “social media addiction”.  They showed how addiction of social media has a negative impact on us 
mentally and physically. They concluded by the message that “Spend a little time cultivating relationships offline and live healthy”



Let the sum do the work.... The best things in life are free

Have Math in your path

“Solar energy”- the radiant light and heat from the sun is the most effective renewable resource we the mankind are gifted with. 
The development of this affordable, inexhaustible solar energy technologies will have huge long term benefits. OurGrade III 
students illustrated the importance of solar energy and how it makes the difference and causes less pollution compared to fossil 
fuels and hoe the usage of electricity can be reduced.



Story telling is an effective way of teaching where the listeners can easily remember the moral. They even bring pleasure. Our grade II 

children explained about types of stories and different ways to tell stories. They explained the stories using finger puppets and flash 

cards.

Articulation - Stories take you into the world of fantasy



Inter House Competitions

Stellar Experience !! An Interaction with the Astronauts

"Sapcekidz" in collaboration with NASA have made every young 

scientists dream come true. Edifiers got their hands on the 

Astronauts in the space. Students of grade IX & X had an 

interaction session with Astronauts who descended from MARS on 

to Earth. Students clarified their queries related to Mars and 

experiences of Astronauts who were in Mars. It was indeed a very 

experiential, pleasant and interactive session which our students 

had thoroughly enjoyed.



Welcome back to humanity

Joy of giving is a festival of philanthropy that aims to engage people through acts of giving money, time, resources and skills. 
The joy of giving starts with sharing- an important social and emotional skill that children begin to learn at home and school. 
As a part of “ Joy of giving” week , our school planned to take all the primary children to various places  near Tirupati to make 
them understand the importance of giving and helping needy. It doesn't matter how much we give but how much love we put in 
giving. Most of the parents sent their children with eatables like fruits, bread, cookies etc. to distribute in the orphanage and 
old age home.



Trekking by Boarders
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soul as well. If you think you have peaked, find a new mountain. In every walk with nature, One receives far 
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view from the top of hillock was very scenic, the flora around the place was filled with fresh air and morning mist. Students had a 
wonderful time.



Jaunt at Yercaud
Edify School in collaboration with Youreka Nature Campouts organised a 4 days trip to Yercaud (Tamil Nadu) for Grade 10 
students. Youreka Nature Campout is located in Orchardale Estate at an altitude of 5100 ft amidst coffee plantations and 
orange trees. The estate has thick foliage and maximum rainfall is about 65-70 mm. The place is famous for its coffee and 
pepper. 
It was an adventurous as well challenging experience for the students. This trip helped the students to build their expedition 
skills, the ability to manage self, and others in varied situations at wilderness terrain and organize and effectively execute the 
tasks given to them.
The day started with exercises & energisers to warm up. The students were divided into two groups “Thunder Buddies “and 
"Tags of Edify”. They did the activities like ‘Friendship ladder’, ‘Zipline’ , ‘Multivine’  and ‘Rappelling’. All these makes a 
person to learn surviving with Mother Nature on bare essentials. The most amazing and breath-taking adventure was “Night 
Walk”. It was a life time experience for  all the children as well as facilitators  to watch the beautiful sky  which looked like a 
canvas of painting with twinkling stars, shooting stars, constellations ,and many more beauties of the nature in the dark 
amidst of Eastern Ghats.





Building Competitive Spirit In Children

“A positive experience with team competition can motivate children to do more. Choose a sport that your child 

likes playing at home or has interest in learning more about.”

Competition is a part of life. It gives rise to the chances of either winning or losing. As the population is 

increasing and resources are getting scarcer, competition is also increasing. To survive and succeed in an 

increasingly competitive world, it is very important for children to have the competitive spirit.

So, how can we foster a healthy competitive spirit in our children?

Parents can teach their children to be resilient. Children can learn to creatively view their failures and losses 

as learning experiences. When failure occurs, they can identify the problems, remedy the deficiencies, reset 

their goals, and grow from their experiences. As coping strategies, they can laugh at their errors, determine to 

work harder, and/or redesign their achievement goals. Most important, they can see themselves as falling 

short of a goal, not falling short as people.

Five ways to cultivate the spirit of healthy competition in young children include giving children structure, 

giving them space, using 'companion planting', knowing what they need and taking it slow.

Parents should remember that having a competitive spirit confers great benefits on children and can help to 

encourage values of discipline, teamwork and integrity.
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KKiiddzzKidz
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Magical merry Christmas by our little Santas….Magical merry Christmas by our little Santas….Magical merry Christmas by our little Santas….





Punctilious farmer's week by tiny kisans.
There are some things that you just cannot learn from a book or in school. Farming teaches children of all ages life skills like raising food, 
working hard, communication, caring for others.
As a part of farmer's week, we taught our children about farming, where their food comes from, how it is raised and the amazing process of 
bringing food from the farm to their plate. Anything that is raised or grown on a farm depends upon the farmer.



Whimsical violet colour day by our little lavenders.Whimsical violet colour day by our little lavenders.Whimsical violet colour day by our little lavenders.



Word to the Parent

Childhood is the time when lifelong relationships with nature can be built 

At the earliest ages, provide sensory experience for children to explore natural materials. Let them touch tree bark, 

grasses, and stones. Provide the language to further understanding of what they are experiencing. Talk about the coolness 

of the stones or the roughness of the bark. Enjoy the shared attention of gazing at the drifting clouds or the chirping of 

nearby birds.

Playing in nature encourages children's social interaction with one another and helps children improve their social skills 

by encouraging positive relationships and facilitating their language and communication skills

Children who regularly play in natural environments show better physical coordination, fitness, and motor skills than 

children who spend less time outdoors.

These findings are linked to academic success because children require a solid foundation of mental and physical health 

to build academic skills.

Include lots of physical movement and 

motor challenges like climbing trees or 

creating a nature obstacle course. These 

types of activities provide opportunities 

for planning, problem-solving, and 

working together with peers. Children 

also feel an inherent sense of pride and 

accomplishment upon mastering such 

challenges. You can balance these 

active times with quiet activities like 

taking a listening walk through a natural 

area.
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